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Now Booking- 
Introduction to Welfare Benefits  
2018
Birmingham 4/6/2018
Cardiff 6/6/2018
Manchester 20/6/2018
London 5/7/2018
London 1/10/2018  
Cardiff 2/10/2018   
Birmingham 8/10/2018    
Manchester 9/10/2018   

Universal Credit 2018
London 11/6/2018
Cardiff 12/6/2018
Birmingham 18/6/2018
Manchester 19/6/2018
London 4/7/2018
London 17/9/2018
Cardiff 18/9/2018
Birmingham 24/9/2018
Manchester 25/9/2018
London 10/10/2018

Benefits for Older People
London 15/10/2018
Cardiff 16/10/2018
Birmingham 29/10/2018
Manchester 30/10/2018

PIP 2018 – challenging decisions 
Birmingham 5/11/2018
Manchester 6/11/2018
London 12/11/2018
Cardiff 13/11/2018

Benefit Appeals 2018
London 3/12/2018
Cardiff 4/12/2018
Birmingham 10/12/2018
Manchester 11/12/2018

info@socialwelfaretraining.co.uk 
www.socialwelfaretraining.co.uk

@s_w_training

Prescriptions and UC

In house training 
We regularly train in-house throughout England and Wales.   To view our current in 
house training courses click here.      Contact us for in-house training provision.

 

Sanctions Not 
Working

Latest Universal 
Credit Statistics

Universal Credit- 
sanction rate worse

Sanctions Not Working
 'Welfare Conditionality: Sanctions, Support and Behaviour Change' is a major 5 
year programme of research funded by the Economic and Social Research 
Council. It brings together teams of researchers working in six English and 
Scottish Universities.

Key findings are-
● 'Welfare conditionality within the social security system is largely 

ineffective ...
● Recurrent short-term movements between various insecure jobs... are 

routine among the minority who were able to obtain some paid work across 
the period. Occasional sustained movements, off welfare benefits and into 
work, ...are extremely rare...

● For a substantial minority, welfare conditionality ... initiates and sustains a 
range of negative behaviour changes and outcomes including: 
counterproductive compliance,  disengagement from the social security 
system,  increased poverty, and on occasions, destitution,  movements into 
survival crime, exacerbated ill health and impairments...

● Behaviour change in respect of both movements off social security benefits 
and also the cessation of anti-social or problematic behaviour is complex 
and rarely linear... 

● There is little evidence that social tenants adjust their behaviour as a result 
of having a  fixed-term rather than open-ended tenancy...

● Benefit sanctions do little to enhance people’s motivation to prepare for, 
seek, or enter paid work. They routinely trigger profoundly negative 
personal,  financial, health and behavioural outcomes and push some 
people away from collectivised welfare provisions...

● Within conditional welfare interventions the provision of appropriate and 
meaningful support, rather than sanction, is pivotal in triggering and 
sustaining both paid employment and positive change such as the 
reduction of anti-social or problematic behaviours....

● ... much of the mandatory job search, training and employment support 
offered by Jobcentre Plus and external providers is too generic, of poor 
quality and largely ineffective in enabling people to enter and sustain paid 
work...

● The  fexibilities or ‘easements’ designed to suspend or reduce the work 
search/job related conditions attached to an individual’s benfit claim in 
recognition of particular circumstances (eg, homelessness, lone parenthood, 
illness), are not currently being routinely implemented...

● ... people believe that in many cases welfare conditionality is being 
inappropriately implemented....Ethical legitimacy-widely viewed as unjust.

Book now for our updated Introduction To Welfare Benefits 2018 course.

                                 Universal Credit- sanction rate worse
Government Statistics tell us that more people get sanctioned under Universal 
Credit than under the existing legacy benefits system.

Book now for our updated Introduction To Welfare Benefits 2018 course.
Book Now for our updated Universal Credit 2018 course.
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Latest UC statistics-

36% of claimants are in employment.  Conditionality(what a client has to do to get benefit) is shown below.

Book Now for our updated Universal Credit 2018 course.

Latest Universal Credit Statistics

Prescriptions and UC
Some claimants of Universal Credit get help with free prescriptions and health benefits; those with net monthly 
earnings of less than £435 (or no earnings)      or for those with children or those classed as sick the earnings threshold 
is higher- £935. 
 
However the government has been slow in updating the form that clients use to declare that they do not have to pay. 

The government say '..Not all help with health costs claim forms have a tick box for Universal Credit. If that's the case, 
you should tick the box for income-based Jobseeker's Allowance instead.' The government has assured parliament- 
'The NHS Business Services Authority has not issued any Penalty Charge Notices to claimants of Universal Credit who 
meet the criteria for help with their health costs and who ticked the income-based Job Seekers Allowance box on 
their prescription form.'

Book Now for our updated Universal Credit 2018 course.
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